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Forgotten Books, United States, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book ***** Print on Demand *****. Excerpt from The Herald of the Cross, Vol. 1: September, 1905 The
origin of evil was not in disobedience on the part of the human race, but on the part of the Planet-
soul. The evil which overtook the race was the consequence of that Fall. For had there been no
material kingdoms on the Planet, its children would never have been able to assume material
forms. In the day of their Fall they saw other forms of life in fixed conditions, and so were the more
easily persuaded that it was the right thing to do. For by that time the Planet-soul had peopled the
vegetable world, which in its true state is always spiritual, with many forms of a semi-fixed
character; and the evil spirits had added to these many forms of an evil nature, full of their own
poison and they had perverted the human kingdom of the Planet by creating forms which were
entirely foreign to the nature of the Planet, and thus introducing a king dom which was not in the
order of Divine Creation-via, the Animal...
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The ebook is easy in read through easier to fully grasp. It is rally fascinating throgh reading through time. I am e ortlessly can get a enjoyment of reading
a written publication.
-- K ia r r a  Schultz  III--  K ia r r a  Schultz  III

Without doubt, this is actually the greatest work by any writer. It is actually writter in simple terms instead of confusing. I found out this ebook from my i
and dad recommended this pdf to understand.
-- K r isty Dicki-- K r isty Dicki
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